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Relax, we’re with you all the way
At Kleenit Group, we provide a complete residential, commercial and industrial 
cleaning service to a broad range of clients throughout Australia.

From floors to roofs and graffiti to cars, we get the cleaning job done. Quickly. 
Efficiently. No excuses. What’s more, we also provide a range of sealing and 
protection services.

We are Australia’s cleaning, sealing and surface protection specialists – a specialised 
nationwide network of local experts armed with the best equipment, support 
systems and environmentally friendly cleaning products.
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About Us



Our mission and values
It’s our mission to be the first point of contact for anyone 
who requires building cleaning services – homeowners, 
businesses, local councils, national government agencies, 
any client anywhere in Australia.

	 •	 Professionalism. We use the best tools and
  environmentally friendly products.
	 •	 Integrity. We deliver what we promise – on time, on
  budget, every time.
	 •	 Pride. Every job is a matter of personal pride for
  our operators.

Some businesses pay lip service to their values. Ours 
underpin and guide everything we do, from recruiting 
operators to delivering our cleaning services. Everyone at 
Kleenit shares the same quality-focused ethos – something 
you can see in every job and our group’s continuing success.

‘...a fleet of fully 
equipped vehicles 

that effectively 
operate as mobile 

cleaning centres’
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	 •	 High	pressure	cleaning	&	building	washing

	 •	 Graffiti	cleaning	&	removal

	 •	 Paving	cleaning	&	sealing

	 •	 Oil	stain	removal

	 •	 Anti	graffiti	coatings

	 •	 Bitumen	&	bore	stain	removal

	 •	 Factory	floor	coatings

	 •	 Anti	slip	floors

	 •	 Fire/smoke	damage	cleaning

	 •	 Epoxy	floors

	 •	 Line	marking

	 •	 Roof	&	gutter	cleaning
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Our Services



The Industry Leader in Graffiti Removal. Kleenit is a specialist, environmentally friendly graffiti 
removal and steam pressure cleaning company. Our excellent customer service reputation has 
been built on a commitment to highly trained staff and the latest methods and technology 
combined with the resources to rapidly respond to our customers needs. Our team of graffiti 
removal specialists will be able to meet your specific graffiti cleaning and steam pressure 
cleaning needs.

In addition, Kleenit is a Quality Certified and Environmental Management Certified organisation. So not only will we 
clean your location quickly we will do so following the highest quality standards and in the most environmentally 
sustainable method possible.

Kleenit has a free hot line answered 7 days a week and provides a free quotation service to further meet our 
customer’s needs.
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Graffiti Cleaning & Removal



Why	should	you	choose	our	Graffiti	Removal	service?
We built our reputation on the quality and speed of our graffiti removal service. 
Kleenit is currently delivering numerous Government and commercial contracts 
as well as attending daily to the needs of smaller commercial clients and private 
home owners.

With more than 50 years of Graffiti Management and related industry experience 
amongst key management staff as well as a large team of highly trained and 
motivated Field Technicians we have the “know how” to meet your graffiti 
removal requirements. Kleenit has experience in the removal of and long term 
management of graffiti on almost any surface.
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